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Craft & Technique



Making a Mold for a Canopy



Editor’s Note: At the Bakeng Use only 3M Super 77 Deuce factory in Kenosha, spray contact adhesive to Wisconsin, Austin Cole is sandwich the layers of forming a canopy to cover his foam. If you use epoxy to open-cockpit parasol sport glue the foam together, the plane so he can fly it during cured epoxy will be much Wisconsin’s long and cold Materials and methods for doing it yourself harder than the foam, makwinters. Austin has yet to ing it impossible to sand mold a canopy out of the 3 out the bond line. AUSTIN COLE, EAA 67969 mm, high molecular weight Spray the 3M adhesive liberacrylic, but this article proally on both surfaces to be vides a basic understanding of the cloth on, we’ll put a mold release adhered and wait until you can materials used to build the canopy agent on the tape we used for the touch the glue-coated surfaces and molds. This information originally dust cover so that the epoxy can’t the glue doesn’t come off on your appeared in the Bakeng Deuce stick to the fuselage. finger. Now stick them together. The foam came from Aircraft They don’t need to “set.” Spray the newsletter. For more information, visit Spruce & Specialty (Part No. 01- next surface and add another layer. www.bakengdeuce.com. 14000). It’s a closed-cell Time to start shaping. Carve the THE FIRST STEP WAS TO TAPE THE REAR polyurethane with a density of 4.5 foam with a serrated-edge bread cockpit closed so the dust from the pounds per cubic foot. It sands well knife. Carve it down close to the foam wouldn’t contaminate the and doesn’t dent easily. It’s unaf- shape you want, then use an orbital interior. I covered the front cockpit fected by all solvents but Acetone sander with the 40-grit abrasive. for the same reason. I recommend or MEK. And it’s a delight to work Finish shaping carefully with the using the Scotch (3M) brand blue with. It’s sold in higher densities, power sander. If you’ve got an area painter’s tape (available at your but the higher the density, the that’s too touchy for power sandlocal home improvement center); it harder it is to sand or shape. When ing, hand sand using 120 to 220 has an adhesive that won’t transfer you get up to the 18-pounds-per- grit. When sanding by hand, be glue or mar the aircraft finish. Later, cubic-foot weight, you might as very careful that you don’t go too when it’s time to put epoxy and well work with pine. deep. If you get a groove, stop. The rear cockpit was sealed off so dust from the foam and wet epoxy wouldn’t contaminate the interior. Blue Scotch (3M) painter’s tape worked well in this application.
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Closed-cell polyurethane foam sheets were spray-mounted together and sand easily to the desired shape.



Here, the foam has been sanded to represent the canopy shape and is now ready for layers of fiberglass cloth and epoxy.



You’ll fill it later. With the shape of the foam mold finished, it’s ready to be covered with cloth and epoxy while it’s in the cockpit. Why epoxy? Our choices are epoxy or polyester resin, but I don’t trust polyester because most use an MEK peroxide or derivative catalyst, and with time the peroxide will migrate out of the catalyst. This condition will leave you with a nasty surprise a few days later when you find that the goo on the cloth never cured and it’s still sticky. If it does cure, you may find it’s hopelessly stuck to the part you wanted it to release from because some of the solvents in polyester resin can penetrate the mold release agent. Shrinkage is another problem best avoided. Epoxies have no solvents in the resin or hardener system. Both components are stable and don’t go bad over long periods of time on the shelf. Epoxies will usually have from 0.5 percent to 1 percent shrinkage. But that just means your 18-inch part will come out somewhere around 17.91 inches long. In other words, epoxies only shrink about 1/10 as much as polyesters. And with any good mold release agent, epoxies will de-mold easily. But the best attribute of epoxies is the ease of calculating ratios and The excess glass is trimmed away from the form. The mold release agent used on the blue tape worked great.



mixing. Epoxies require what’s called a stoichiometric (pronounced stoke-ah-metric) ratio. This means, according to Webster, “substances that are in exact proportions for a given reaction.” In other words, if you mix exactly this amount of hardener with exactly this amount resin, you’ll get good cured stuff. The West System brand, made by Gougeon (pronounced goo-jan) in Bay City, Michigan, is a well-known epoxy in the yacht construction field. I’ve also read that it’s the brand recommended by Burt Rutan, and several light plane manufactur-



ers use it for nosebowls, tips, and other parts. The Gougeon folks have an excellent technical service department and are available to answer your questions and offer suggestions. For the perfect stoichiometric ratio, use the pre-calibrated pumps designed for the epoxy system you are using. West System offers two catalysts or hardeners: 205 for a faster cure and 206 for slower cure times. 205 will set up in an hour or so, and 206 will take several hours. We used 206 to allow ourselves plenty of working



Shape Metal



Your Warbird could be a prizewinner if you shape its cowling with a MetalAce English Wheel. When you want the finest, most precise Panels, Doors, Wheel Pants, Etc., use the finest, most precise English Wheel...MetalAce. No English Wheel is more rugged or versatile than a MetalAce. To receive more information about the 22B or our other fine products, log on to www.ratd.com or call us at 1-800-828-2043 today.



MetalAce



™



Made in the USA



The MetalAce 22B offers excellent portability and versatility for aircraft restorers.



ENGLISH WHEELS



Craftsmen know. Manufactured in the USA by Right Angle Tool • 1-800-828-2043 1-309-827-6878 • 13958 Roberto Rd. • Bloomington, IL 61704 www.ratd.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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The trimming is complete and the form is ready to be removed from the cockpit. The Deuce stayed nice and clean. time to put the epoxy on evenly without having to worry about being rushed. Now let’s go back to the cockpit canopy. We’ve got the foam form sanded and ready to cover with fiberglass cloth and epoxy. But first it needs to be coated with a release agent. We used Meguiar’s Mirror Glaze. After protecting the plane with blue tape, the tape gets a liberal coating of wax so the epoxy won’t stick to it. You can dilute the wax with min-



eral spirits. Pour some into the top of the can, mix it around with your brush, and you’ll get a slurry. Paint this on the blue tape, making sure to get it in all the nooks, crannies, and seams. After the solvent evaporates, you’re ready to go. Don’t get the mold release on the foam; we want epoxy to stick to that. So, do you wet the foam with epoxy first and then lay on the cloth? Or do you spread the cloth on the foam and brush the epoxy on top of the cloth hoping it soaks



To form the flange around the edge of the mold, we applied aluminum roof flashing held together with blue tape and built up epoxy and cloth underneath.
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The foam plug removed from the cockpit after the layups of epoxy and fiberglass have dried. through? The short answer is, it depends. You’ll need a second pair of vinyl-gloved hands if you brush the epoxy on first and things can get messy, but the cloth will “wet out” better. If you put the fiberglass cloth on first and then brush the epoxy down through it, you’ll likely encounter two problems. In addition to the increased difficulty in wetting out, the second problem is that the epoxy-covered paintbrush will try to stick to the cloth and drag it all over the form.



The mold was also split down the center so the canopy could be formed in two parts. We primed the clamping flange in a darker gray so that we wouldn’t lose our guide line for trimming the acrylic later.



To get around this problem, we first brushed a 4- to 5-inch swath of epoxy, front and back, on the top of the plug. Then we put the dry cloth, in its proper location, down on this wet streak. This held the cloth, enabling us to work out from that wet area—first one side, then the other—until we had coated and soaked through everything. With one layer complete, we cut a second layer and immediately put it in place and brushed it with epoxy. Then a third and finally a fourth layer. Why four layers? Since this plug is going to be a form for shaping an acrylic canopy, we don’t care about excess weight or material. After letting the epoxy cure overnight, we trimmed the excess off the fuselage area. Use a rotary Dremel tool with a cut-off bit. Wear a mask, gloves, and goggles. You’re cutting glass now—real glass. When the trimming was complete, the form lifted right out of the cockpit. The protective blue tape was removed, and the plane was unhurt. Now we have a plug for a canopy, but the cloth weave gives it a terrible finish. To fill the weave, we spray painted it with a three-component urethane primer that has the consistency of professional automotive Before cutting the plug in half, we took a female pattern off the plug in case the halves were somehow lost or damaged. This was cheap insurance because we could never put the original two halves back together successfully.



primer, yet sands like balsa wood. Mix it up according to directions, 4:1:1, by volume, and spray it on. Allow 45 minutes between coats. Put on four heavy coats. Each coat will feel dry to the touch in 45 minutes but it will need to cure overnight. Now wet sand it with 220-grit wet or dry abrasive paper. Look for dips, dents, or high spots. Sand down the high spots and fill the low spots with 3M Flowable Finishing Putty. It sands easily and



is self-leveling. We took our pretty plug to Midland Plastics, in Milwaukee, and the folks there were unable to make the canopy. Too complex a shape they said. They asked that we cut the plug down the center, front to back, and they’d try to form each side separately. They also wanted a 3-inch flange around the entire edge to clamp the acrylic down to. So we set about modifying the plug. We decided to use roof flashing



Put some POWER in your Panel Our NAV 122D is a self-contained 200 Channel NAV Receiver, 40 Channel Glideslope Receiver, plus VOR, Localizer and Glideslope Indicator/Converters. The NAV122D/GPS interfaces with your GPS and serves as the required external CDI for IFR-Approved GPS Installations. (Also replaces Narco NAV12 or NAV122)



Our new AT 155!



FAA TSO’d and FCC Approved



New surface mount design. High power 100% solid state transmitter. EXACT replacement for all Narco AT 50, AT 50A, and AT 150 transponders.



Call us or visit our web site, and ask about The New NARCO FACTORY EXCHANGE PROGRAM



Avionics that make sense



(800) 223-3636



www.narcoavionics.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



Craft & Technique aluminum cut up into 3-inch-by-3inch squares, attach them to the plug to follow its shape as best as possible, and build up the epoxy and cloth underneath. This way the outside surface should almost conform to the plugs’ outer edge, and strength would be underneath. We covered the plug with blue tape to protect it and used X-inch masking tape to establish a X-inch wide path to stick our squares to. The aluminum had to be easily removable, so we attached the squares with a photo mount spray adhesive. This done, we turned the plug upside down and made up a



Since this plug is going to be a form for shaping an acrylic canopy, we don’t care about excess weight or material. Avionics Department



COMPLETE CUSTOM INSTRUMENT PANELS We offer the best quality for the best price! Let us prove it!



■ Custom layout, we build it to suit your needs. ■ Your choice of avionics and flight instruments. ■ Tested and labeled for ease of installation. ■ Includes complete set of wiring diagrams.



■ Complete or partial panels ready to install. ■ Specializing in experimental aircraft. ■ Over 60 years combined aviation experience. ■ We also sell antennas.



Call today for a quote! 21057 Arid Avenue, Bend, OR 97701 Phone: (541)389-8707 Fax: (541)389-0938 E-mail: [email protected] Website: www.aerodynamicsllc.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



slurry of our mold release wax and painted the inside surface of the aluminum, staying off the foam and glass cloth. Once the wax had dried, we painted on a gel coat, let it cure, and then started adding precut lengths of cloth and epoxy. We let the whole thing cure overnight. After peeling off the blue tape and the aluminum squares, we trimmed the ragged cloth edges, did a little orbital sanding of the edges, a lot of sanding of the lip seams, and primed the flange in a darker gray so that we wouldn’t lose our guide line for trimming the acrylic later. We applied a gel coat to fill the pockmarks, pits, and voids, and finally we cut the plug in half, front to rear. Now we’re off to Midland Plastics for round two. Wish us luck! 104
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